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FUELS AND LUBRICANTS 
BRANCH: AUTOMOBILE  

Time: 3 Hours 
Max Marks: 70 
Q.CODE: Z152 

Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Differentiate between thermal cracking and oxidization process.  
 b) State the merits and demerits using alcohol as I.C engine fuel.  
 c) What is fractional distillation? Name the compounds obtained in fractional 

distillation of petroleum fuel. 
 

 d) Describe  the  Reid  vapor  pressure  bomb  for  measuring  the  volatility 

characteristic of fuel. 

 

 e) Define API gravity.  
 f) Differentiate between Flash point and Fire point of liquid fuel.  
 g) What will be the consequence if diesel fuel is used in S.I engine ?  
 h) Describe  the  term  blow  by  losses.  What  are  the  factors  that  increase 

Blow by losses? 
 

 i) Give the brief description of SAE viscosity number.  
 j) What  will  be  the  effect  of  increasing  engine  speed  and  load  on  oil 

viscosity ? 

 

    
Q2 a) How S.I and C.I engine fuels are rated ? (5) 

 b) List the merits and demerits of using LPG in S.I engine . (5) 
    

Q3 a) Discuss about ASTM distillation curve ?  (5) 
 b) Mention  some  of  the  additives  to  increase  octane  number  of  the  fuels. 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of using leaded Gasoline ?  
(5) 
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Q4 a) Describe  the  hydrodynamic  lubrication  region,  the  boundary  lubrication 

region and the mixed film lubrication region. 

(5) 

 b) What is journal bearing ? What are the functions and properties of journal 

bearing. 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) Define road octane number  and anti knock index. (4) 

 b) What is the criteria for selection of I.C engine fuels ? (6) 
    

Q6 a) What  do  you  mean  by  blending  of  fuels  ?  Discuss  the  properties  of  
alcohol-petrol blend fuels. 

(6) 

 b) Classify Grease used for different lubrication purpose in automobiles. (4) 
    

Q7 a) Explain briefly about the multi grade lubricants. (3) 
 b) Give  a  brief  idea  about  bio-diesel  with  emphasis  for  its  production  , 

properties and current status. 

(7) 

    
Q8  Write short answer on any TWO: (5 x 2) 

 a) Carburettor icing  

 b) Vapor lock  
 c) Crankcase dilution  

 d) Saybolt viscosity test apparatus  
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